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Open Hailing
Frequencies!
Dik Gregory Assistant Director
As you all
know, it’s not
just anyone
who can start
up a HOG
Chapter.
Normally, only
authorised
HarleyDavidson
dealerships
can do that.
Sometimes
HOG will
permit a Chapter to start up in an
area before a Dealership arrives.
Fenlanders were an example of
that. And sometimes, HOG will
continue its support for a Chapter –
like Surrey HOG or III Rivers – that
suddenly finds itself ‘between
Dealerships’.
In our case the wait has just
entered an important new phase
th
with the very welcome news on 19
June that planning permission has
been granted for the conversion of
Weyvern House, Peasmarsh, near
Guildford into what H-D tells us will
be a ‘flagship dealership’.
This is really great news!
What has been crucial to our
support by HOG during the yearlong wait to date is that the Chapter
has conducted itself in clear
accordance with the HOG Charter.
The Charter (downloadable from
our website) was created by H-D to
set out the general principles of
Chapter operation everywhere in
the world. It helps us belong to
something much bigger – to know
what exactly we are a Chapter of.
And it helps you to judge that your
Chapter is doing what it should to
maintain its chapterhood. In fact,
our Committee’s re-commitment
(the two words are entirely related!)
to the HOG Charter in April 2005

has led to the development of
positive and very friendly
relationships – not just with HOG,
but other Chapters in the UK and
elsewhere. Jacksonville, Corsica’s
Testa Mora, Reims Champagne,
and the other four SOFER Chapters
are testament to that.
So how do we open hailing
frequencies as the Chapter module
gently approaches its re-docking
with the Dealer mothership?

the brand, it is Chapter members
who, with a high quality relationship
in place, will become powerful
ambassadors for their Dealership –
as well as some of its best repeat
customers.
We look forward to developing such
a relationship and so doing our bit
to help construct a truly virtuous
circle – just like it was always
supposed to be.
In fact, we can hardly wait!

The HOG Charter is clear about the
formal relationship (see side panel).
In turn, we are clear that the quality
of the relationship will depend on
the development of mutual trust,
based on personal contact and
good service, as well as mutual
respect for the HOG Charter. We
approach this task willingly and with
great expectations for its success.
We are also keenly aware that H-D
will need to play its part in
transmitting its whole HOG (so to
speak) commitment to the
Dealership. It is H-D policy to
improve on the 50% of HarleyDavidson owners who join HOG,
and only half of those who ever join
a Chapter. But while 75% of a
Dealership’s customers may not be
in its Chapter, it is a safe bet that
the ones who are in it account for a
lot more than 25% of its custom.
And while anyone who rides a
Harley becomes a mobile advert for

Extract from the HOG Charter
Article II – Sponsorship
1 Each chapter must be sponsored by
an authorized Harley-Davidson
dealer. The decision to sponsor a
chapter shall be undertaken solely at
the dealer's discretion.
2 An authorized Harley-Davidson
dealer may sponsor only one H.O.G.
chapter.
3 The Sponsoring Dealer shall have
authority to require that the
sponsored chapter conducts its
operations and activities in
accordance with the Sponsoring
Dealer's standards, … this charter
and H.O.G. operating policies.
4 The Sponsoring Dealer shall have
authority over, and approval rights
regarding, the content of all chapter
publications.
5 The Sponsoring Dealer shall have
authority over any and all matters
pertaining to chapter membership.

My Generation!!!
Have you noticed something lately?
The amount of new and young
members that are on rideouts and
at club nights.
The Chapter continues to evolve
with the best of the old and the new
wave of Harley riders, but let’s not
forget, this is not just a load of
blokes having a good time, it’s
ladies as well, in fact Vera & Anne
have organized a spending spree to
cheer up all the ladies in this dull
weather (Boys it’s down the pub to
check out the damage to our credit
cards!!!!).
On the subject of evolving, I would
like to welcome 4 new Road
Marshals to the Road Crew - Carl,
Ken, Norman and Catherine, our
first lady marshal for a while, and
I’m sure they will bring a new
dimension to the Chapter and the
rideout programme.
As you will see this is our largest
publication to date with some great
articles of our recent exploits both
home and abroad, and from new
and old contributors.
We have already had three highly
successful excursions abroad with
many first timers enjoying the
relatively empty roads and the
warm welcome that bikers, and
Harley riders in particular receive
from the locals abroad.
I’m always amazed at the amount of
people that we find when we come
out from a café or restaurant, that
have gathered around the bikes just
to look and take a few pictures, and
on the odd occasion even want to
sit on a bike just to say they’ve sat
on a Harley, which of course is no
problem especially if they’re young
and pretty!!
It’s not just about the trips abroad,
we have had some special days out
as well, and these have been
equally well attended by new and
young members.

We have also revived, for the
summer only (if it ever comes) an
evening ride-out to a local venue on
the third Thursday of the month. It’s
just another chance to get out and
get away from normal routine and
try somewhere different.
With all this new activity Graham
and Roger have done a safety
special in this issue because as you
have now come to realise, Harleys
are quite different from other bikes,
not as powerful or as fast maybe,
but certainly larger and heavier than
most, which deserves just as much
respect when it comes to safety.
Of course this issue is not all
about the new. Corky’s put
together a great feature on the
good old days when we all had
more hair and a 30inch waist,
which of course I still have!!
Judging by some of the photo’s
the bikes have aged better
than some of the riders!!

Remember “having fun is a serious
business” – so have plenty and
don’t take it too seriously ‘cos that
ain’t no fun at all!!!
Keith Dorling
Assistant Director
& Treasurer

The Right
Royal Tour
Steve Cork led the ride from Rykas
to Bury Hill , where they were met
by Steve Palmer who escorted the
group down for a leisurely lunch at
the Hollytree in Walberton. before
heading off to Goodwood.
‘Drop dead Gorgeous‘
No that isn’t the Harley but the new
Phantom Drop head Coupe that we
all drooled over during the start of
our tour of the Rolls Royce Factory
rd
on Wednesday 23 May.
After a photo shoot in the Courtyard
in glorious sunshine bikes fanning
out either side of a blue Phantom
we were escorted into the factory,
where Paul Cartwright (Customer
Services Manager) explained the
background to the Goodwood
Factory and the history of Rolls
Royce (Bentley was briefly
mentioned).

We were introduced to our guides
and all donned brown serge-like
scratchproof coats from Poland.
Didn’t we look smart!!
Stepping into the factory, how quiet
and clean, you could eat your
dinner off of this floor.
The Rolls Royce Bodies (which
come in from Germany) seem to
glide elegantly through the factory

and at each station an employee
will assemble the required
component according to their cd’s.
All is calm and stress free (so it
seems)
The powerful 6.75 litre V12 engine
(0-60 in 6 seconds!!) chassis and
running gear is transported on
£2million jig across the factory floor
to beneath the car body shell which
has been raised approx 8ft off the
ground. The body is then lowered
on and secured with just 16 bolts!!
The smell of the leather as they are
stretching the hides to look for any
imperfections is overwhelming (it
takes 9 Austrian Cows per car,
barbed wire free), and to see the
laser planner in action is quite
something. The choices of wood
veneer is fantastic from ash, maple,
cherry and walnut and the finish you
can see your face in, it is so
polished.
As most Phantoms are bespoke the
choices of interiors and veneers is
endless eg in 2005 a Middle
Eastern Customer had a unique
Phantom featuring lilac paint, lilac
leather and dyed lilac wood , and
we thought only Harley Riders did
that sort of thing.
The tour ended with another drool
over the Drophead in the foyer.’
Don’t touch the 28kg satin finish
stainless steel bonnet!

If you want to order one you have a
2 year waiting list (so plenty of time
to save up)
Well what a factory. Not to be
missed if we have an opportunity to
do this again.
Following the tour we all returned to
Ruth and Steve’s at Longacre for
tea and cakes on the lawn, and a
change of brake pads for Dik on the
drive.
Ruth Palmer
(Photos Editor)

Start of Season
Party
Same cracking venue as the
Christmas bash, and another
fabulous Curry
Sharon and Howard did us proud in
organising this event
Roger ran a raffle for our chosen
charity and raised a reasonable
sum,
with music and Karaoke by a DJ a
pleasant evening was had by all
as ever the pictures will do the
talking

“Nostalgia’s not what it used to be!!”
– or “Once a Biker always a Biker!!”
At some stage or other we all had our first bike to
ride – for some of us it was in the “Glory Days” of
British bikes and rockers in the 60’s while for
others it was the excitement of exotic eastern
machinery in the 70’s and 80’s.
Yes – even our roughty toughty Harley mad road
crew admit (in some cases!!) to having
occasionally swung a leg over a rice burner (or
even a scooter!!) in the past!!
So what was it like then? Some of the road crew
have dug out photos of themselves and their bikes
from this bygone era and challenge you to put
names to faces and identify the bikes they used to
ride in this official Surrey HOG Nostalgia Quiz. –
Bike Number 1 and Rider A – the answers are at the end!
The rules are quite simple – identify the riders and their bikes - send an e-mail with your list to Quiz@surreyhog.info and
the person with the most correct answers will receive a unique prize from the road crew.
But first of all some background – what was happening back then in those “Glory Days”?
1956
Britain and France invade Egypt to
reclaim the Suez Canal. The very
last Vincents go on sale. Elvis
enters the US charts for the first time
with “Heartbreak Hotel

Bike No 2 – a timeless British Classic – like most of the road crew!!
1957
The Soviet Union launch Sputnik 1 and Sputnik 2. Sunbeam sell their last bikes in
UK.
Biker B – needed a customised crash helmet to fit even then!! –
and no – he wasn’t riding Bike No 2 – that would be too easy!!

More 1957 - The HD Sportster was born, the fastest Harley ever!
Elvis has his first UK No 1 with “Teddy Bear”
1958
The first parking meters appear in UK
Harley Duo Glide introduced with hydraulic front and rear suspension
“Peggy Sue” by Buddy Holly in the US and UK charts

Biker C – Mod or Rocker? - your call!!
Bike 3 – This one lasted a whole week from new - before one of the road crew wrote it off!!
1959
Fidel Castro becomes President of Cuba
Buddy Holly dies in plane crash
Triumph launches the T120 Bonneville
Rider D (below) – Refuelling stop!
1960
John Kennedy
nominated for
US President
BSA announce
record profits of
£3.5 million
“Apache” by the
Shadows at No
1 in the UK charts
Bike 4 above– Small but perfectly formed

Rider E (right) – Cool
as a mountain

stream! – was then – is now!

1961
Yuri Gagarin is the first
man in space
Mike Hailwood wins
the first of 14 Isle of
Mann TT’s
“Runaway” by Del
Shannon goes straight
to No 1

1962
First colour
supplement published
by the Sunday Times
BSA produce the first
Rocket Gold Stars
The Beatles release
“My Bonnie”
Biker F (above) – Looking pleased he chose biking as a way of life!!

Biker G on bike No5 (above) – one of our more responsible Road Crew
Full PPE – of course!!? – and
the helmet law had been
introduced by the time this
photo was taken!!
1963
John Kennedy assassinated in
Dallas
BSA close the Arial factory in
Birmingham

More 1963 - Willie G. Davidson
joins Harley-Davidson as design
director. The Beatles release
“Please please me”
Bike No 6 – Another timeless
British Classic –rat bike from
the days of clip ons and rear
sets!!

1964
Radio Caroline goes on air
Royal Enfield launches the “Continental GT” café racer
Roy Orbison reaches No 1 with “Pretty Woman”

Bike No 7 above - (Bike!!? What am I thinking
about!!?) - well we are not going to print a big
photo of this are we!!
1965
70 mph speed limit introduced on all UK roads – the
end of legal ton-ups!!
Shangri Las release “Leader of the Pack”
Vellocette introduce the 500cc Thruxton
The Duo Glide became the Electra Glide with electric
starting motor
Harley-Davidson ended family ownership with a
public stock offering

Bike No 8 – (left) - State of the art – once upon a
time!!

As I said at the start – nostalgias not what it used to be –just
look at the photo on the right!!

Biker H (in the middle – in the sidecar) and his Dads bike No 9 (right)

And finally – still together after all these years!! – Biker I
and wife on Bike 10
OK – that’s enough nostalgia - get your answers off before it’s
too late – I have started you off in the table below – you finish
it and send it off now!!
Just to repeat what I said at the start - the rules are quite
simple – identify the riders and their bikes – including model
number – and send an e-mail with your list to
Quiz@surreyhog.info The person with the most correct
answers will receive a unique prize from the road crew.
Now you are wondering why there are 9 Bikers and ten bikes –
that’s because Roger Bonnici’s past is so dark and mysterious
no photos exist – so instead of a photo we will share with you
that the mysterious Biker J is in fact Roger Bonnici – now find
his bike!!.
Good luck and safe riding!!

Biker A
Biker B
Biker C
Biker D
Biker E
Biker F
Biker G
Biker H
Biker I
Biker J

NAME??

rides

Bike No??

MODEL??

Only kidding – haven’t a
clue!!

rides

Bike No 1 –
obvious –
he’s on it!
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No
Bike No

Still don’t know!!

Roger Bonnici

Steve Cork – Road Captain
March 2007

rides
rides
rides
rides
rides
rides
rides
rides
rides

Ardennes Pate?
Thank God the gate was open! We
slowly steered through the sodden,
wet gravel and stopped in front of
the garage. I dropped the prop
stand and the Rumbling Road King
sagged over as I killed the motor.
Steam rose from the hot wet engine
and the rain continued steadily
drumming on our helmets. Tina
eased off the pillion and went inside
to start a brew, leaving me to deal
with the luggage. It had been a
fabulous 4 day trip, but again a
sodden M20/M25 had done its best
to upset things. But no matter, we
were buzzing.
Four nights before we had packed
the bike the, ready for a 5.30 alarm.
We were fuelled and ready to go.
The Road King was now fully run in
and had its first service. The new
Vance & Hines fishtails were
burbling outside the front door.
Somehow 5.30 had already became
6.30, bugger, where was she? The
early morning sun caught the
metallic flecks in her helmet paint.
Pink and metalflake flowers on a
white background. She stood by
the gate, hands on hips as if to say
‘what the hell is he waiting for?’
The M25 shot its load of morning
rain over us and we were glad to be
in wets. We made the services
before the parade left, but we had
to expore some of the higher
reaches of the speedo to do it. The
previous Fatboy c/w screen was
more comfortable saddlewise, but
the Road King was much steadier
and coped with the higher speeds
without distress, and was therefore
easier to ride. But a ‘Saddleman
Road Sofa’ seat is now on the
Christmas list.
The Tunnel check-in was pretty
painless this time. We found
ourselves alone down the right
hand column. Tina punched the
numbers in, no need for the card
apparently, and up went the barrier.
We had time for a chat with a guy
on his KawaSuzonda GIXER R1
Viagra before Keith waved us on

towards the trains, his black and red
afterbirth helmet catching the
sunlight as he passed.
France was grey turning blue, and
after a couple of shots of zingy
black expresso and a fabo pain au
chocolate, we saddled up and
moved out. We were last again, a
recurring feature on this trip it
seemed. Sorry guys, and thanks
for your patients Dik and Hilary.
Corky just leaves us behind!
Thereafter the weather smiled on
us. Dry and blue and even some
sun kept us rolling throughout the
weekend, whilst England caught the
rain (Yes Andy that means you!).

When did France become Belgium?
I haven’t a clue really, suddenly the
road signs were blue with big white
letters instead of the white and
black French ones. “Vive La
Difference”, whatever that means.
After an hour or so we suddenly
turned left and headed deeper into
the forest. The road was a gently
curving bend swinger until we came
upon a huge clod of earth the size
of wild boar (Hog?) lying in the
road. We all passed it successfully,
and arrived at the curiously named
village of Smuid.

Lunch at Cambrai was a grab-atable affair, and the food was god,
much better than expected in a
tourist spot. Norm and Gwen were
on good form, so the time went
quickly to the appointed hour. We
needn’t have bothered to clock
watch really, as others had not
been so lucky in finding a
welcoming table.
After a further hour waiting, half in
the car park, half in the saddle, we
rumbled on our into the FrancoBelgian hinterland way onto some
more interesting roads.

The Hunting Lodge was a wonderful
old timber framed building with
equally timbered interior. The
owner’s family was there to greet us
and allocate rooms etc.

This place was exclusively ours for
the weekend, so we were not going
to disturb anyone else with Norman
ribaldry and Gina’s laugh. Their
humour was a trigger to many an
enjoyable evening of laughter and
merriment. Gwen’s exploration of
the kitchen produced a dubious
selection of x-rated aprons and she
accompanied them with a couple of
suitably exotic dance routines.

The next morning was grey but
promised to clear up as the day
progressed. A bit like Murray’s bike
which started each morning as a
single but eventually cleared its
throat to become a twin as the
morning progressed.

Saturday we rode the forest roads,
boxing the compass as we
swooped the curves and roused the
sleepy villages as we passed
through. Lunch by the river and
then off up into the hills again.
Fabulous.
The Road King had the footboards
on both sides christened, which
cost me a thump in the ribs, but well
worth it. One of the roads we took
dropped steeply down into the
valley below in a series of sharp
curves, each one with its own
poster informing us that it was
dangerous for motorcycles. The
reason, of course was not the
curves, but the road surface that
had broken up and not been
repaired. This was really the only

road like that in a forest of great
riding kilometres.

become a downloadable video if it
can get past the censors!

After a day in the saddle we were
ready for a shower and a beer
before supper. The Lodge had an
interesting selection of beers, from
the quaffers like ‘MAS’ (?) through
to ‘Leffe’ of various hues, to the
connoisseurs beer, ‘Orval’. Murray
tried them all and judging by his big
smile, enjoyed the lot.

Monday dawned with an early
round of packing and bill paying.
“Who’s got the smallest bar bill?
Whose got the biggest?” I tell you
what, the biggest smile was on the
innkeepers face! Our bar bills had
certainly not disappointed him.

Sunday was like Saturday, except
different. Highlight for Steve Cork
was the discovery of a tank
Museum with various militaria,
including motorcycles. Forget your
choppers with puny 330 section
rear tyres, in this place they had
bulldozer tracks at the back and
single wheel forks to steer with.
Russell Mitchell eat your heart out.
The details of the last supper will
remain with those who came, but
suffice to say that Norman was
wearing his ‘Silly’ hat and had
collected all the room keys, much to
the distress of the ladies and the
glee of the chaps…..

Next year? You betcha’. The line
starts here.

As Mark Harris had finally come up
for air, It was decided that it was
time to acknowledge the
relationship between Mark and the
wonderful Danielle. This we duly
did with champagne and a hilarious
speech from Norman. It may even

Many thanks to those tireless
organisers, our two Assistant
Directors and their spouses, Dik
and Hilary , ‘Tom Tom Keith’ and
Wendy, and also Nick, who braved
his father’s pillion for the duration.
Keith, how do you turn your neck
180 degrees whilst riding? Good
Luck with the test Nick, we want to
see you out and about on that
Sporty.
David ATKINSON

My first Harley
ride – Avebury

Talking about feeling...I was so
pleased when we stopped at the
services outside Newbury since by
the time we got there, there were
parts of my body I couldn’t feel
anymore. No disrespect for your
bike Mike but the passenger seat is
not ideal for a pillion and I am
looking forward to you getting a
Road King.

By Agnes Foden
I must confess that I have always
been into sports bikes, until today
that is.
When Mike got his Harley a few
months ago, I wasn’t sure it would
be my thing, but then the more he
talked about his experiences with
the Surrey HOG (and God knows
he can talk for England...), the more
intrigued I got. So instead of staying
behind this weekend, I decided to
give it a go.

By the way Steve, a big thank you
for offering me a lift afterwards, you
rescued my back!

First stop: Box Hill
When we left home I was a bit
apprehensive about meeting
everybody for the first time, but
when we got there, I was pleasantly
surprised to see so many smiley
faces...and so many shining bikes.
I wasn’t expecting such a warm and
friendly welcome. Thank you all!
10.30am: Departure to Avebury
Wow - the sound of all the engines
starting off at the same time was
quite something but the best was
yet to come. Seeing all these bikes
following each other in a well
orchestrated ballet – directed by
Maestros Steve and Norman – was
a real experience, something I have
never seen before.
And it’s probably at that moment
that I got the bug. The sense of
freedom, pride and belonging Mike
has been raving about over the last
weeks started to make sense.
Something you can’t really explain,
but you can certainly feel.

The nice weather, the beautiful
English countryside, the traditional
Sunday roast at the Red Lion but
also the good company, all the
ingredients were there to make this
day a special day.

The first time is apparently the one
you never forget and it is true as far
as my first Harley ride is concerned.
Definitely a new “Chapter” in my
life!
Agnes Foden
3 June 2007

Handling Problems
I am often asked advice on handling problems so here
are a few tips to point you in the right direction.
(Excuse the pun)
The Harley is a ‘Custom’ machine and the vast range
varying from Bagger’s to Chopper’s mean there is a vast
difference in their ability to corner, and they only corner
to the best of their ability if they are well maintained.
Steering, suspension, tyres, tyre pressures and the
loading of the machine all affect its balance and road
grip when cornering. Make sure that your bike and tyres
are in good condition. And that tyre pressures are kept
at the recommended levels, also position loads so that
they do not upset the balance of the bike or restrict
moving parts.
• Machine Specification
The specifications that affect road holding and handling
characteristics of a machine vary considerably.
You should make it a priority to be familiar with the
characteristics of any machine you ride, check the
following:
• Tyre pressures
It is surprising how many members are unaware that on
a motorcycle the recommended tyre pressure is vastly
different between solo & two-up riding. Front pressure is
typically the same (*approx. 30psi) but the rear can
increase by up to 10psi on most models (*30psi-40psi)
*Consult your motorcycle handbook. Also on a cruiser
the centre section of the rear tyre tends to wear flat
making the tyre profile squarer, you can sense this
without looking as the machine will tend to ‘tram-line’
following the contours of white lines and tarmac repairs.
My personal tyre preferences are Metzler’s,
recommended by our tyre expert and founder Road
Captain Roger Ferris (See ‘Rogers World of Tyres’),
A tread pattern/compound similar to current European
sports touring machines, their handling is superb!
• Rear Shocks
Check the machine height (gap between rear wheel and
fender) with a chalk line before you load or sit on the
bike, when loaded including you passenger climb on and
looking towards the marker with your feet firmly on the
floor and a firm grip on the bars spring up & down in a
static position and note the movement at the rear. This
should be minor (15-20mm) and there should be a
strong resistance to rebound. If this is not the case
adjust the pre-load on the shocks (see your manual or
ask Surrey HD) with this type of loading and a rider of
average weight I would expect to adjust at least 3
notches up from the standard setting (depending on the
rider weight). Road King/Glide owner’s can adjust the
rear units with the ‘air pump’ supplied.

• Forks
Often overlooked the front forks have a dramatic affect
on handling, Use the same check as above, with
mileage the fork oil you see on the legs gradually seeps
away, becomes contaminated and loses it’s viscosity.
This can result in one fork leg having a different cc than
the other, not only resulting in poor handling but
excessive fork dive under heavy braking - reducing your
braking efficiency. A good tip to improve the handling
Is to change the fork oil for ‘Screaming Eagle’ oil a
thicker viscosity greatly improves the front-end feel
through corners and minimises brake dive. Probably the
best value for money improvement money can buy!
If you change the oil yourself you will need a plastic
measuring jug for cc measurement. Warning only drain
one leg at a time otherwise the front end will ‘go south’!
If in doubt take it to a HOG service professional.
Another relatively cheap conversion is to update to
progressive coil front fork springs, shorter springs,
shocks and seats are available to lower the taller bikes
for the lady rider (Available from Wright Bros.).

• Drive Belt
Check your drive belt tension – a slack belt will not
deliver the power to the rear wheel smoothly, and can
cause the rear to ‘step out’ if you give it too much throttle
on the exit of a bend. Also check the adjusters are
evenly adjusted on the swing arm guides.
• Are the frame – forks in line?
You or a third party may have gently dropped the bike –
300kg bashed on the end of a 1” handlebar tube can
knock the fork tubes out of alignment (should be
checked as part of the new *MOT).
• Windshields
If you must bolt a huge ‘sail’ to your handlebars don’t be
surprised if your handling goes up the Solent! (Enough
said) fine for 50mph on the freeway. The only
windshield known to work efficiently is the ‘chassis
mounted ‘Fairing’ fitted to the big glides. The full fairing
does not connect to the steering in any way and its no
surprise that Dave Wainman is able to maintain 90100mph average speeds on these superb high speedtouring machines. (‘Top of the range mate’ DW)
• Handlebars
The higher the bars the worse the handling, test drive an
FXDX with flat track bars and you will see what a
difference it can make.
• 21” front custom wheels
Look great but handle/brake poorly, a lot of owners of
wide glide and Night train models swap the front wheel
for a smaller/wider HD alloy spoke wheel that not only
looks great but also vastly improves handling braking.
Ask Phil Penn for a testimonial, his riding style and
confidence has been transformed since the conversion!
• Fashion Victim
Don’t be tempted to become a fashion victim unless you
are a very experienced rider, Ape hanger bars, Billy
bars, Highway pegs, stretch forks, ultra fat rear tyres,
Stretched hard tail frames are the domain of ‘The
Undertaker’ and should be left to experienced riders and
custom shows!

• Sit comfortably on the bike
The way you sit on a bike affects its balance and
handling. When a bike is stationary you should be able
either to place both feet on the ground or balance with
one foot while the other works a control.
After moving off, place both feet on the pegs/boards.
Do this as soon as possible because it improves stability
and control and reduces fatigue. When you are moving,
sit in a comfortable position with you body slightly
leaning forward. Sit so you can reach the controls
comfortably without locking your arms straight.
A slight bend in your arms will help prevent the
transmission of shock waves from your handlebars to
the rest of your body. If your hands are above your heart
you may notice a numbing in your hands over long
distances.
• Camber & Superelevation
Affect handling, the road surface is not normally level
across its width but is built with a slope that falls from
the crown of the road to the edges to assist drainage
this is called camber, it can increase on corners and
junctions subject to heavy flooding to aid drainage,
effectively causing you to lean the bike further than
expected.
Super elevation is where the whole width of the road is
banked up toward the outside edge of the bend,
making the slope favourable for cornering in both
directions.
Summary of checks – Most of these are carried out
in the New MOT test.
• Tyre pressures solo/2-up Tyre wear?
• Rear Shocks condition/pre-load
• Front forks travel/resistance quality of oil?
• Drive belt condition/tension
• Windshield try the same bend with/without
• Check fork alignment
• Handlebars and front wheel height
If you are the new owner of a second hand machine
consider spending £27 on an early *MOT all of these
points will be checked and safety issues reported on.
This will give you time to claim any necessary work
under dealer warranty.
*For a Harley Friendly MOT service
Carried out by Ex Surrey HD technicians try:
Beaky’s Motorcycles
Unit 3 Philpot’s Yard Dorking
Tel: 01306 712297
A full size number plate is required to pass the new MOT.
(Velcro onto your ‘Show Plate’) Halford’s £12.99.

The Undertaker - for the experienced rider only!

Graham Woods
Safety Officer/Road Captain
ROSPA

ROGERS’
WORLD OF
TYRES !!
When I first started in the tyre
industry, some 32 years ago, I
asked my manager if there was any
literature I could read to enable me
to answer some of the more
technical questions that customers’
would sometimes ask. His answer
was “tell them they are black, round
and guaranteed to revolve”.
Although somewhat amusing it was
not quite the answer I was looking
for. Over the years I’ve acquired a
certain amount of knowledge with
regard to tyres and having recently
read of Gary Hills untimely death in
the MAG publication and indeed on
our very own website, reportedly
being down to a tyre blow out on his
Harley, I was at the same time
asked by Graham Woods our Head
Road Captain and Safety Officer if I
would write an article concerning
the safety of tyres for the
newsletter, so here goes.
I’ll try not to bore you, but must
admit that I’m a bit of an anorak
when it comes to tyres, just ask
Barbara, I can’t walk across a car
park without glancing at tyres on
any vehicle parked and commenting
on their legality. When I started to
write this article it became obvious
to me very quickly that although I’ve
got 32 years worth of tyre
information inside my head, I’ve got
absolutely zero experience as a
writer. As a result of this I’ve sub
categorized this article in an attempt
to make the jumbled facts in my
head that is “Rogers’ world!!”
perhaps more understandable, so
let’s start at the beginning.

TYRES IN GENERAL
As we all know, the tyre contains a
chamber of pressurised air and it’s
that chamber of air that supports
the weight of the bike, not the tyre
itself. The air in the tyre acts like a
spring with the tyre being the

damper, so, it is absolutely
essential that the correct tyre
pressure is maintained to enable
the tyre to cope with the stresses
placed upon it by acceleration,
braking and cornering forces.

TYRE PRESSURES
Under inflated tyres generate more
heat which can lead to a blow out.
According to the RAC 6% of all
motorway road deaths are caused
by under inflated tyres, whilst tyre
manufacturers estimate that 75% of
accidents caused by blow outs are
down to incorrect tyre pressures.
Not only will it adversely affect the
handling of your bike, with poor
steering, braking and reduced grip,
but it will also affect your pocket.
Tyres that are under inflated by
20% will increase your fuel bill by
12%.
Your owners manual will tell you the
recommended tyre pressures for
your own bike, although a pretty
good rule of thumb is that Harleys
fitted with 130/90x16’s (or
MT90HB16, the American alpha
numeric making for the same tyre)
back and front would usually have
36psi in both tyres.
Whilst Harleys with 19” and 21”
fronts and 16” rears would normally
have 30psi front and 36psi rear,
unless of course you normally ride
with a pillion, in which case the rear
tyre is increased by 4psi. Always
adjust your tyre pressures when the
tyres are cold, as warm tyres will
have increased pressure.
Obviously this means you cannot
ride to the nearest local garage and
check the tyre pressures, so an
essential part of your maintenance
kit should be a foot pump and a
quality air gauge. Another good
idea is to fit high pressure valve
caps, not only does this keep road
debris out of the valves, but also
stops any seepage from the valve
cores. I know I’ve rambled on for
far too long about tyre pressures,
but I cannot stress enough the
importance of keeping them correct.
After all, the contact area of the tyre
on the road is only about the size of

the palm of your hand, and that’s all
that keeps you on the road!!

TYRE MARKINGS
The most common size tyre on a
Harley is 130/90x16, and if you
check out the Bike Tyre Store
catalogue, that size, with different
manufacturers is listed 41 times.
So choosing a tyre with the correct
construction, speed rating and load
carrying capacities is essential,
however, the markings on the
sidewalls of your original equipment
tyres will give you all the answers
you need to know. Using the
markings off the sidewalls on my
own bike, a 2004 Heritage, I’ll
explain what they mean. I have
fitted a 130/90-16 M/C 67H ME880
to the front, this means that the
section width of the tyre is 130
millimetres, 90 is the aspect ratio of
the tyre, this tells you the height of
the tyre as expressed by a
percentage of the tyre width i.e.
height = 90% of 130mm. – means
cross ply construction, 16 is the rim
diameter in inches, M/C means the
tyre has been constructed for
motorcycle use, 67 is the load
index. If you check the load index
chart, you will see that this tyre can
carry 677lbs (307kg). H is the
speed rating, if you check the speed
rating chart you will see that H
equates to 130 mph, and finally
ME880 is the tread pattern as
manufactured by Metzler.
To the rear I’ve fitted a 150/80B16
M/C 71H ME880, again 150 =
section width in millimetres, 80 =
aspect ratio %, B = Bias belted
construction, M/C as above, 71
means that the rear tyre can carry
761lbs (345kg), H = 130mph
ME880 as above.
I’m sure (if you’ve not fallen asleep
by now) that some of you have
wondered why fit a tyre that is
capable of doing 130mph, when we
never go that fast, why not fit the L
rated which is capable of 74mph?
The reason is that the H rated tyre
can cope with the acceleration,
braking and cornering forces
applied to it whilst being used.

So, never down rate the speed
ratings from your original equipment
tyres, this also applies to cars and
vans etc.

SPEED RATINGS
IN KILOMETRES PER HOUR AND
MILES PER HOUR
SPEED
SYMBOLS
F
J
L
M
P
R
S
H
V
Z
W
(W)

Mph

Km/h

50
62
75
81
93
106
112
130
150
150+
167
167+

80
100
120
130
150
170
180
210
240
240+
270
270+

CONSTRUCTION OF TYRES
There are three types of
construction for tyres, these being
Radial, Bias-Belt and Cross Ply.
Most of todays sports bikes use
radials as their carcass is lighter,
stiffer and less prone to high speed
circumferential growth under rapid
acceleration. Bias belt tyres,
although an older design, and
somewhat heavier tyre are used on
Harley Davidsons. They are a
strengthened variant of cross ply
tyres and are used to cope with the
higher weight. Cross ply tyres, also
used on Harley Davidsons, are still
used on many middleweight bikes,
commuter bikes as well as motocross machines. Due to the lower
power output of these bikes they
are not putting the stress levels into
cross ply tyres that would warrant a
move to radials.

STAY LEGAL
LOAD INDEX
LOAD CARRYING CAPACITIES
IN KILOGRAMS AND POUNDS
LOAD INDEX
48
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
64
65
67
70
71
72
73
74
75

KG

lbs

180
195
200
206
212
218
224
230
236
243
250
280
290
307
335
345
355
365
375
387

397
430
441
454
467
481
494
507
520
536
551
617
639
677
739
761
783
805
827
853

(NB: I haven’t reproduced all of the
speed rating or load index charts
due to limitations of space)

The legal tread depth requirement
for a motorcycle tyre in the UK is
1mm, however, with the amount of
rain that we get and as a personal
preference, I never let my tyres go
below 3mm. As well as the tyre
pressures, also periodically check
your tyres for any cuts in the
sidewall or tread area, ensuring that
they are not exposing any part of
the ply or cord, as this is not only
illegal but also dangerous as
ingress of water into the damaged
tyre can cause the casing to
separate, leading to a bulge and
ultimately a blow out. If no cuts are
visible but you have a bulge on the
sidewall, this is often an indication
of an impact fracture, which
although not visible on the outside,
would be split internally, so if there
are any sidewall bulges, or cuts
found exposing the cord or ply on
your tyres, seek professional advice
or get the tyre changed
immediately!!

The following are legally allowed
tyre fitments in the UK:Cross Ply Front
Bias Belt Front
Radial Front
Cross Ply Front
Cross Ply Front
Bias Belt Front

- Cross Ply Rear
- Bias Belt Rear
- Radial Rear
- Bias Belt Rear
- Radial Rear
- Radial Rear

Do Not Fit the Following:Bias Belt Front - Cross Ply Rear
Radial Front
- Cross Ply Rear
Radial Front
- Bias Belt Rear

RUNNING IN NEW TYRES
If you are having new tyres fitted,
don’t forget to run them in for at
least 100 miles (300 miles if wet).
When they leave the factory they
have been steam ejected from the
moulds, this leaves them slippery
and they must be carefully scuffed
in to obtain optimum levels of grip.
This process also enables the
various components of the tyre
(carcass, tread strip, etc) to settle
into one another and for the tyre to
settle onto the wheel. It also allows
the tyre to complete its first heat
cycle safely. It is also advisable to
avoid any sudden braking as well
as extreme acceleration. Try to
keep the bike as upright as
possible, after a short period the
angle of lean can gradually be
increased, this ensures a portion of
scrubbed tread is in contact with the
road at all times.
I hope some of this has been
informative or interesting to at least
some of you (who’s that I can hear
snoring, will somebody please wake
up Gary Morse!!).
As we do not have a dealership at
the moment, if anyone requires help
in locating tyres, or have any
questions arising regarding this
article, feel free to contact me at
st
City 1 Tyres Ltd, Slough, on 0845
377 9177.
Keep the rubber side down and the
shiny side up!! Ride Safe
ROGER FERRIS

Summer!

not, depending on the state they
were in after a couple of glasses)!
The entertainment was typically
French – lots of LeRoc music
(which they could do better than the
celebrities in S t r i c t l y
Come
Dancing), an Elvis impersonator
and a ventriloquist who used
members from the audience as his
puppets. Although, only Anne could
understand what he said, it was
hilarious!
With Red Nose Day approaching,
Andy had supplied us with red
noses, which went very well with
our by now legendary knotted
handkerchiefs! We did hear
mutterings of “Ahh, ces Anglais, ils
sont complètement fou!” though.

It was a shame that not more from
our Chapter could join us, but we
can make up for it at their Rally in
September.
Eight of the Reims Chapter are
coming to Bisley – so please give
them our traditional Surrey Chapter
Welcome!

Vera and Anne

Soirée in Reims
Can you get addicted to
Champagne? You bet we could! No
surprise then that we couldn’t resist
an invitation by our twin, the
Champagne Chapter Reims, in
February to what we thought was
th
anniversary and
their 10
Valentine’s Celebration.
Although only six from the Surrey
Chapter went (Andy & Carrol, Ernst
& Vera, Alan and Anne) they were
really touched that we came to their
party and were thrilled with our
Chapter’s present, a specially
engraved tankard. It will take pride
of place at their dealership in
Tinqueux – we can admire it when
we go there in September. But
pssst – don’t tell anybody, it was
th
actually their 12 anniversary and
we don’t want to get a reputation for
not being able to count!
Anne presented the tankard and
she and Pierre reminisced our
twinning and the various parties and
rallies our two Chapters shared
together, the famous LOH cocktail
still being remembered vividly (or

The Champagne flowed freely all
evening (as we are used to by now)
drunk from glasses engraved with
Reims Champagne Chapter logo.
We had hardly finished a bottle,
when miraculously another one
appeared.
Dinner was sumptuous - fois gras to
start with, followed by ‘melt in the
mouth’ filet of beef. (Is your mouth
watering yet??). Finished off by a
local cheese with a walnut salad.
Dessert was called 'Le Dessert du
Chapter' a yummy chocolate affair.
They do do things in style, those
Frenchies! Long may the twinning
last!
We shared our table with the Reims
Dealer Principle Arnaud and his
wife Natalie. We got on with them
so well, that Arnaud even offered to
open a dealership in Surrey!!

On a very sad note – we have since
heard that they Reims Chapter
Lady of Harley Officer, Laurence
Coquelet was involved in a fatal
accident on her way home from
work at the beginning of June.
We have expressed our deepest
sympathy to the Reims Chapter and
her family and friends on behalf of
us all at Surrey HOG.

At last!
A Lady Road Marshal!
It was about time. We haven’t had a
female Road Marshal since Jenny
Winter back in 1999. So welcome
st
Catherine, the first in the 21
century. Catherine cut her teeth last
year at the Bisley LOH ride out and
now you can see her regularly
sporting the very flattering yellow
Road Marshal bib! Here is her
reaction:
“I am really pleased to be one of the
new Road Marshals. I joined the
Club 9 years ago and thought I
would be content to ride pillion. The
back of Steve’s helmet had the logo
‘born to piss you off’ stuck to it and
as the miles went by this
increasingly became a reality. I
wanted to enjoy riding in my own
style and after a couple of years
started to take lessons and took my
test. My white 883 Sporster was a
delight and I rode it for about
10,000 miles (restricted for most of
that time). Trying to keep up with
the boys was interesting especially
riding down to Venice, but it was a
great learning experience.
My present bike is an Anniversary
Springer with a paint job, (see photo
below) taken this year at Petworth.
The little guy on the tank is my
grandson Ollie. So far I have ridden
about 18,000 miles on Pegasus but
last summer’s trip to Faaker was
the most challenging. I am looking
forward to marshalling and hope I
won’t be the only female member of
the road crew for very long.”
Catherine Cork

Bisley 2007
What a terrific rally we had last
year, and for the first time there was
a Ladies of Harley Ride-Out, led by
Yours Truly with my scout Anne’s
help of course! We called it ‘The
Sunset Safari’ in honour of my
leopard bike and because it was the
end of the day. It was a terrific
feeling leading 20 girls on bikes
down the Surrey lanes, with many
people doing double takes. The
girls were soooo enthusiastic and
we promised that we would do it
again in 2007.

And if you don’t have enough bling
in your jewellery box - Anne has
been busy designing and making
some new leather barbed wire and
silver jewellery for her Le de La
stand at Bisley this year, perfect
for us biker chicks (and biker blokes
as well!) Make sure you drop by
and say hello, and take a look at
her latest designs. All her pieces
are individually and painstakingly
made and you can admire samples
of her work on show, some of which
can be bought and some can be
commissioned. (… you can always
drop hints to your beloved!)

Vera

The ‘Invasion of Box Hill’ is difficult
to top, but we are already planning
this year’s LOH ride out and I can
promise it will be just as fun.
So, girls! Keep the afternoon of
rd
Friday, 3 August free, for a 5.30
start from Bisley. More details
nearer the date – but here’s a hint:
start polishing your tiaras!

Some of Anne’s creations
SSSSS

An Eggsellent
weekend
Bad pun I know but what else do
you expect (eggspect?) this Easter
has surely been the best Easter
ever.
While some friends headed to
Devon I headed to several local ish
shows (within 60 miles is localish)
Good Friday I started with Hotrod
and Bike show in Aldershot run by
the “Surrey Street Rodders”,
following Keith a great day out for
all petrol heads 9hopefully a report
elsewhere) and then I headed up to
the Ace Café where they were
having a special day for the premier
of “Wild Hogs” ok so I was due to
go home, and got lost and ended up
at the Ace, but why change the
habit of a lifetime it was nice, I was
not brave enough though for the
Chilli Eating contest when I saw raw
scotch Bonnet chilli’s coming out.
Saturday I took it easyish, and
leaned the bike, being shamed by
the good-looking bikes on Friday.
Sunday fuelled by Easter eggs I
headed to the back of beyond, well
ok a rugby club in Reading, but it
may as well have been the back
end of beyond, here Reading MAG
held their Custom Show, though it
has to be said some peoples idea of
Custom bike was vague to say the
least, a “live to ride “ gas cap doth
not a custom make.
But it was another nice day and it
was nice to meet so many friends
also enjoying the sun, If I thought
finding the place was bad, getting
home was worse, figures of eight
were de-regier.
Monday and still the sun shone and
so I headed for Essex and my first
ever visit to the Southend
Shakedown, wow if I ever thought
Brighton got busy I was so wrong,
this place rocked, I walked for over
an hour and never reached the end
of the bikes.
In the end four days, four shows,
perfect sunshine can we ask for
much more lets hope it’s an omen
for a great summer

Ian

Wheels Day
2007

I have always had problems
finding Rushmore Arena,
Aldershot yes I can find easily
but the Arena no.
So I was more than happy when
it was put on the events listing
for a HOG ride, Keith will know
the way.
And so loaded up with buttered
hot cross buns I was at Boxhill at
early cuppa o clock. And then
steadily a large collection of
Surrey HOG’s finest all ready for
a day of Hotrods, Hot cross buns
and soon to be Hot Hot sun.

admitted he had not been too
sure of the route either.

This is now the 33rd time he
Surrey Street Rodders
http://www.freewebs.com/surrey
streetrodders/index.htm
Have held their “wheels day”
and it truly does encompass all
things with wheels. Yank Motors,
Hot rods, Classic cars, Street
rods, Bikes etc

And so we followed Keith down
byway and highway until the
traffic jam known as Aldershot, if
you needed to know the route it
was easy just follow the
overheating cars.
Eventually after some brave
filtering we reached the arena
and the smallest area for
parking, it was fun. Keith then

Within seconds our group was
split, as the arena is so vast
But you kept bumping into
members left right and centre

It was especially nice to see the
Bastinnis biker build off Bikes
and Sidecar they built for the
Hogs back Brewery. It really is a
thing of beauty.

And the trike from the 1970’s
was something else.
On regrouping at 2 we started
the game of who else could find
a _” 12 point socket in the tool
store, and the right bolt for
Marks bike.
I was then due to follow the
others for a meal, but it all went
wrong, and I got lost, my own
silly fault, I followed the wrong
HOG group, and so ended at the
Ace Café, but that is a separate
story.

Ian

Venice of the
North –
Bruges 2007
Have you ever noticed that a
Harley sounds much louder at
5:30am when the neighbours are
fast asleep than it does midmorning? I discovered this for the
first time whilst making my way
down to the rendezvous point at
Clackett Lane services.
Having sounded out a few people
who had done this trip in previous
years at recent club nights, the
general consensus seemed to be:
1. It’s a great trip
2. Bruges is a lovely city
3. It will rain

roads, less crowded than the UK
and local people who always seem
happy to welcome bikers generally
and Harley riders especially.
This became quite apparent
whenever we stopped anywhere on
the trip. A crowd would always form
around the bikes and people would
just come up and start talking to us.
Now I know what it must feel like to
be a film star – although I did not,
sadly, end up with Angelina Jolie
begging me to marry her…Ahem.

For those of you not familiar with
the Motorcycle Loft Hotel where we
stayed, it really is a unique
experience. The hotel is actually a
former sewing factory which has
been converted into a huge open
plan bar/dining/lounging area with
the accommodation out the back.
The rooms have all you need
(assuming you don’t mind
communal showers) and are
comfortable but the real party piece
is that you get to park your bike
inside the hotel itself right outside
the rooms. It would probably break
a whole book full of Health & Safety
regulations in the UK but Belgium
seems to allow this little place to
continue trading – and long may it
continue.

For those of you who want to stop
reading now, I can confirm that all 3
statements are true!
25 bikes made the trip with a total of
29 people and for a relative
newcomer it really is quite special to
ride in a group of bikes in formation
along a stretch of road.
A number of things struck me on
this trip, the first of which is that
club members certainly look after
their bikes but they are definitely not
just bought for show. I had thought
that typical annual mileages might
be 1-2k miles but clearly this is not
the case. Looking at the plans and
weekend rideouts, I can see that I
am going to end up doing more
miles on my Harley than on any
other bike I have owned – including
dedicated touring machines. And
that is largely down to having joined
an active club that makes it easy to
join in rides, share experiences and
put miles on the bike.
Arriving at Calais off the Eurotunnel
is always a good feeling. The whole
of the continent is opened up and
for those of you who have not yet
experienced riding abroad, I can tell
you it really is excellent. Good

Anyway, most of the club members
on the trip have seen all this before
many times but I must admit it was
a real surprise to me and on one
particular occasion when we were
parked up in the main square in
Bruges, we must have had 50 or 60
people just waiting around the bikes
for us to fire up and ride off. And the
sun even came out. Amazing.

The route from Calais took us to
lunch in Ypres (which in Keith’s best
French is pronounced “Wipers”) and
then on to a chocolate factory run
by the lovely Yvette (no, not the
waitress from ‘Allo ‘Allo) who took
us through the process of making
delicious Belgian chocolate. It really
does taste different from the stuff
we get in the UK – maybe that is
because she gave us some free
samples…A big Thank You to Mark
and Danielle who decided to give
me a brake test on arrival at the
factory. Thanks guys. My brakes
work just fine now…
Saturday evening seemed to
involve rather a lot of blondes –
Leffe Blondes to be precise. And it
also involved Surrey HOG showing
off their dancing skills (I’ll leave this
one to your imagination) until the
early hours.

One of the good things about the
Motorcycle Loft Hotel is that the
food is in pre-prepared meals which
you can heat up yourself whenever
you are feeling a bit peckish. This
also works for breakfasts although
that is a little more challenging
when suffering from a hangover and
lack of sleep. Still, suitably dosed
up with caffeine and food, we set off
for Bruges with the sun coming out
and a bit more warmth creeping into
the day.
Bruges itself it a beautiful little city
with most things within walking
distance of the town centre. Trips
on the canals, horse drawn carriage
rides, lace shops, bistros and
fantastic architecture abounds. We
happened to choose a day when
the Bruges marathon was on and
this caused some delays when
attempting to leave the city – which
just gave us another chance to park
the bikes up and let passers by
admire them whilst Nigel and
Maggie entertained everyone with
some tunes on their ElectraGlide’s
CD player!
Making for Ostend for an evening
trip to see a 50’s car rally on the
seafront showed the value of the
riding system that the club employs
on runs. A group of us got
separated at a set of traffic lights
and were sat there for a good 5
minutes before we could continue.
By that time the front group had
disappeared and I found myself
riding along unknown roads with no
real idea of where I was going – just
having faith that I would eventually
find someone parked up waiting. So
I kept riding and sure enough, there
were Howard and Sharon on their
Springer pointing the way home.
The system worked and we
reconnected with the group for the
ride back to the hotel. Very
reassuring.

Of course having had two days of
dry weather meant that the law of
averages was bound to kick in on
the last day. And so it proved.
Waking up to grey thundery skies
you just knew that this was going to
be a wet one.

Overall a fantastic trip I would
recommend to anyone. I feel I have
got to know a good few members of
the club now and those shared
experiences are hopefully just the
beginning of my involvement in
SurreyHOG. Roll on summer !

The trip back to Calais along the
E40 was fairly unpleasant, dicing
with slow moving lorries and battling
with speeding coaches. We all
breathed a sigh of relief getting to
the Eurotunnel terminal and took
the opportunity to take a quick
break before boarding the train
back to Blighty.

Mike Foden

Most of us split up for the journey
home once back in the UK. The
rather boring M20/M25 journey
always seems like such an anticlimax after the fun of a weekend
trip abroad. Just to make certain my
waterproofs were capable of doing
the job, the heavens opened about
10 miles from home and the M25
turned into a lake. I had hoped this
downpour would clean up the bike –
no chance. Still after a wash and
wipe down the bike was back in the
garage and none the worse for the
experience.

Ribcrackers
MCC Soapbox
Derby and
Valentines
Dance
Feb 10th Lumbs Farm
Derbyshire
A.K.A learning to bounce
Well it seemed a very good idea at
the time, this being months before
the event, as the call was put out on
“Bikerlifestyle”, an internet site for
all bikers with an active Forum of
which I am a member, for entries to
the Ribcrackers soapbox
Derbyshire.
A day in Derbyshire racing
soapboxes down a hill and a bit of a
party after sounded fun, and very
shortly I was volunteered to be a
victim rider.
Deciding that I really didn’t fancy
camping in February I managed a
cracking deal at a nearby ’ish’ travel
lodge (for nearby read £7.50 on a
cab each way ouch) and I was
ready.

little car and headed north, to snow
and sleet. I still felt a bit odd not
heading out on the bike, the first
time I think I have ever gone to a
motorcycle rally in a car. But I was
glad of the added safety.
Safely ensconced in the travel
lodge there was a call from my
friend Ernie on site and a quick cab
ride in the snow and I was settling
into the first ale of the evening.
Listening to reports of our carts
progress as Freak, Kerri and Toad
battled up from Gloucester.
By now the track was fully
snowbound, and we were
wondering if sledges would be
better as we helped push vans up
the track, while some tried sliding
down on signs. The great feeling of
camaraderie as teams arrived, with
tales of woe and greetings from
friends. Over the whole weekend
only one trike and a bike risked the
weather to arrive, though lots
camped or slept in cars.

During the week the weather
deteriorated with snow over much
of the country, discretion being the
better part of valour I loaded up my

The next morning the snow started
to wash away and I made my way
to the site, to be greeted by the rest
of the team, and lots of forum
members, some I haven’t seen for a
couple of years, all keeping warm in
the snow and slush.

With Back Street Heroes there in
the form of Blue and Yoda we were
set for a days racing. We unloaded
the carts from Freaks van, and it
has to be said the Back Street
Heroes cart was a thing of beauty. I
even had a quick try around the car
park in the biker Lifestyle Cart I was
to pilot.

The carts were to say the least an
exotic mix, with three wheelers, four
wheelers and even a canoe. With
riders as eccentric as the carts it
was as they say all down hill from
here.

Very organised each team (teams
of three, two riders with one extra
pusher) had two runs, there were
19 teams, and it was a great laugh.
By the end of the first run, there
were some vehicles already
damaged beyond repair, Jay who
had taken the Bikerlifestyle kart
down first was laying third.
It was down to me now to at least
hold the position.
Poised at the top of the hill, with a
mighty shove I was launched, the
first few yards seemed OK it was as
I reached the corner of doom that it
all went very, very wrong, as I found
out the cart did not off road well,
and I ended up bouncing down the
road, with the kart following me.

Rescued by Lyn and Freak, who
realised I was ok by the giggling,
and after checking I still had all
fingers I hauled myself back onto
the cart and headed back down the
hill.

I headed back, patched myself up
and back to party, and boy the
Ribcrackers know how to party, the
venue was heaving, sadly there
was confusion between the bands,
and sharing of equipment. The main
band stormed out leaving the
support with a lack of equipment.
The disco stayed on though, and
the support band unable to play
partied on with the rest.
The theme was “Valentines Day
massacre” and gangsters and molls
was the order of the day. To top it
all Freak was presented with the
best cart trophy for the BSH cart.

I will say I was a bit more than
tender but what a laugh.
Following the awards where last
years winners won again. Team
Bulldog from the Perverts in Leather
RC , despite my big off we still
didn’t come last

What a great way to round up a
day, and when people wonder
about groups of bikers, why is it the
Police were called twice to the hotel
as the Hen night there resulted in
two fights involving police.
A scenic route home via the dales I
really must head back on the bike,
what a glorious area.
Thanks to the Ribcrackers for a
great weekend.
Ian

Readers Rides – the first of an occasional series.
By one of the Road Crew
Why did you buy THAT bike and what
HAVE you done to it?!!
I am sure you have all been asked those
questions before and will be asked again in
future – so this is an attempt to provide
some of the answers. Why did we buy a
Harley in the first place? – probably because
we saw Easy Rider at an impressionable
age and couldn’t afford one at the time!!
In my case I started working in central
London a few years ago and thought that
getting a bike (admittedly after a few years
break – my earlier bike was a 1960’s 650
BSA A10!!) would be preferable to a daily
rail commute.

With this in mind I casually called in to Fred Warr’s Kings Road establishment
one afternoon (in the old days when it was a shed – not the flash emporium
that it is today!!) and sought their advice. My spec was clear and concise – it
must be a “proper” Harley, be suitable for a daily 80 mile round trip commute to
central London and must have the minimum chrome since it would not get
cleaned very often!!
BSA A10 – for reference
(but it was never this clean!!)
“I have just the thing Sir” – said the smooth talking salesman
(John Warr – since we are not naming names!!) pointing to a large
black object – “This is the new 1450cc Dynaglide Sport – the
first one in the country – why don’t you take it out and try it?”
I though he was mad – to let me loose with a brand new £10,000+
bike when I hadn’t ridden for over 20 years!! – but he knew what he
was doing – once I had sat on it and started it up both he knew and
I knew I was going to buy it!!
So – almost 10 years and 100,000 miles later what has changed?
As well as the commuting, the bike taken us to France, Belgium,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Luxemburg, Austria, Slovinia, and
even Gurnsey and Corsica with friends from Surrey HOG. I have
added a few things over the years – very noisy exhausts (Samson
Short Shots), retro black and silver number plate (Craigs plates),
siren, hypercharger (Kuriaken), passing lights (Custom Chrome),
6in risers and semi apes etc and have taken a few things off – like
passenger seat and footpegs, rusty bits of back mudguard and a
few other things that I can’t remember, until it is now just how I want
it – still black, still minimum chrome and still dirty!!
Steve Cork
Road Captain – Surrey HOG

Magazine:
Remember this is YOUR Magazine
- we encourage our members to create their
own articles!
Do you have an interesting story with pictures of a
Chapter event that you have attended? Why not
Download the members ‘WORD’ template from our web
site, create your own page and forward it for publication
to graham.woods@surreyhog.info
(The commitee reserve the right to edit out any offensive material)

WEBSITE: http://www.surreyhog.info our
website is your first port of call for the latest on what's
happening. It has a lot of information of interest to
Chapter members, and is maintained on a day by day
basis so that it is fully up to date. Finally, it contains a
historical record of what we have been up to - including
pictures. Is there anything else you would like to see on
the website? then contact
dik.gregory@surreyhog.info
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